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 How to structure a report?
 What level is competitive?
 How to set the goals, fix the 

priorities, and set the direction 
of the work?

 How were people resolving 
particular issues in the past?

 Look through the historical solutions in the Archive :-)

 an opportunity for goal-oriented 
critical learning

 examples, not guidelines
 those solutions were good, but 

yours should become better!

How to tackle the IYPT problems?



Advertisement

 the first IYPT-themed book where all articles 
underwent rigorous peer review

 98 reviews from 25 reviewers
 32 papers selected
 revisions, resubmissions before getting accepted



  

Call for cooperation
 If you are interested in the idea behind the Kit — to structure some earlier knowledge about 

the physics behind the problems and to encourage students to contrast their personal 
contribution from this knowledge — your cooperation is welcome

 If more contributors join the work on the Kit for 2013, or plan bringing together the Kit for 
2014, good editions may be completed earlier

 It would be of benefit for everybody,
 students and team leaders, who would have an early reference (providing a first impetus 

to the work) and a strong warning that IYPT is all about appropriate, novel research, and 
not about “re-inventing the wheel”

 jurors, who would have a brief, informal supporting material, possibly making them more 
skeptical and objective about the presentations

 the audience outside the IYPT, who benefits from the structured references in e.g. physics 
popularization activities and physics teaching

 the IYPT, as a community and a center of competence, that generates vibrant, state-of-
the-art research problems, widely used in other activities and at other events

 and also the author(s) of the Kit, who could rapidly acquire a competence for the future 
activities and have a great learning experience



  

“Key questions”: status update

 Following the discussions at the IYPT 2012, we are now deciding on whether to 
discontinue the “Key questions” section in the Reference Kit. We are not including 
this section into the First Day Draft.

 Benefits

 Students, including newcomers, are 
implicitly encouraged to start work 
and to dig deeper :-)

 Jurors may use the “Key questions” 
as brief and informal reference :-)

 The standards are improved in an 
open-ended, delicate manner, 
without any “guidelines” or 
“expectations” for the teams :-)

 Objections

 “Key questions” may be getting less necessary: e.g. all 
IYPT 2012 finalists perfectly contrasted their contribution 
against existing knowledge and articulated their vision  :-)

 A few jurors may feel that the “Key questions” are binding 
or mandatory, despite their open-ended nature :-(

 A few teams may unconsciously rely on the “Key 
questions” when working on their own oppositions and 
reviews, which would contradict the basic aims of our 
project :-(



Is the novel research 
limited and discouraged 
by the existing common 
knowledge and the 
ongoing work of 
competing groups? :-)



  

 The basic goal of this Kit is not in providing students with a start-to-finish manual or in limiting their 
creativity, but in encouraging them to
 regard their work critically,
 look deeper,
 have a better background knowledge,
 be skeptical in embedding their projects into the standards of professional research,
 and, as of a first priority, be attentive in not “re-inventing the wheel”

 An early exposure to the culture of scientific citations, and developing a responsible attitude toward 
making own work truly novel and original, is assumed to be a helpful learning experience in 
developing necessary standards and attitudes

 Good examples are known when the Kit has been used as a concise supporting material for jurors and 
the external community; the benefits were in having the common knowledge structured and better 
visible

 Even if linked from iypt.org, this file is not an official, binding release of the IYPT, and should under no 
circumstances be considered as a collection of authoritative “musts” or “instructions” for whatever 
competition

 Serious conclusions will be drawn, up to discontinuing the project in its current form, if systematic 
misuse of the Kit is detected, such as explicit failure of citing properly, replacing own research with a 
compilation, or interpreting the Kit itself as a binding “user guide”

 All suggestions, feedback, and criticism about the Kit are warmly appreciated :-)

Important information



  

Habits and customs
 Originality and independence of your work is always considered as of a first priority
 There is no “correct answer” to any of the IYPT problems
 Having a deep background knowledge about earlier work in a given field may certainly 

be a plus
 Taking ideas without citing will seemingly be a serious misconduct
 Critically distinguishing between personal contribution and common knowledge is likely 

to be appreciated 
 Reading more in a non-native language may be very helpful
 Local libraries and institutions can always help in getting access to paid articles in 

journals, books and databases
 Is IYPT all about reinventing the wheel, or innovating, creating, discovering, and being 

able to contrast own work with earlier knowledge and the achievements of others?
 Is IYPT all about competing, or about developing professional personal standards?



  

These problems have no solution?

 “But, my dear fellows,” said Feodor Simeonovich, having deciphered the 
handwriting. “This is Ben Beczalel’s problem! Didn’t Cagliostro prove that it had 
no solution?”

 “We know that it has no solution, too,” said Junta. “But we wish to learn how to 
solve it.”

 “How strangely you reason, Cristo…  How can you look for a solution, where it 
does not exist? It’s some sort of nonsense.” 

 “Excuse me, Feodor, but it’s you who are reasoning strangely. It’s nonsense to 
look for a solution if it already exists. We are talking about how to deal with a 
problem that has no solution. This is a question of profound principle…”

Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky

Quote from: Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky. Monday Begins on Saturday. 
Translated from the Russian. (The Young Guard Publishing House, Moscow, 1966)



  

Requirements for a successful IYPT report
 A novel research, not a survey or a compilation of known facts
 A balance between experimental investigation and theoretical analysis
 A comprehensible, logical and interesting presentation, not a detailed description of 

everything-you-have-performed-and-thought-about 
 A clear understanding of the validity of your experiments, and how exactly you analyzed 

the obtained data
 A clear understanding of what physical model is used, and why it is considered 

appropriate
 A clear understanding of what your theory relies upon, and in what limits it may be 

applied
 Comparison of your theory with your experiments
 Clear conclusions and clear answers to the raised questions, especially those in the task
 A clear understanding of what is your novel contribution, in comparison to previous 

studies
 Solid knowledge of relevant physics
 Proofread nice-looking slides
 An unexpected trick, such as a demonstration in situ, will always be a plus



  

The jury would like to understand…

 What did you actually do?
 Why did you do it?
 How well did you do it?
 Were you able to voice important questions and provide grounded answers?
 What was your major contribution to the understanding of the phenomenon?
 Can you judge the achievements and limits of your work in an objective, 

skeptical and self-confident manner?
 Are you proficient in relevant physics concepts?
 Were you a self starter?
 Could you be left unsupervised?





  

*

* The epigraph for the problems 
selected by the IYPT Founder 

Evgeny Yunosov on July 4, 2012 



  

Problem No. 1 “Invent yourself”
It is more difficult to bend a paper sheet, if it is folded “accordion style” or rolled into a 
tube. Using a single A4 sheet and a small amount of glue, if required, construct a 
bridge spanning a gap of 280 mm. Introduce parameters to describe the strength of 
your bridge, and optimise some or all of them.



  

Background reading
 Bill Gaughran. Folded plates and shell (Structural Forms and Concepts Website University of Limerick), 

http://www3.ul.ie/~gaughran/Gildea/page10.htm, http://www3.ul.ie/~gaughran/Gildea/indexmain.htm
 Janice VanCleave. How to Make Paper Bridges (scienceprojectideasforkids.com, 2010), 

http://scienceprojectideasforkids.com/2010/make-paper-bridges/
 Janice VanCleave. A Paper Bridge (scienceprojectsforkids.com, 2009), 

http://scienceprojectideasforkids.com/2009/a-paper-bridge/
 Kim van der Helm. Design Project 1: Paper Bridge (101artave.com, 2011), 

http://101artave.com/archives/502
 Physics Olympics: Paper Bridge Instructions (gravitykills.net), 

http://www.gravitykills.net/PhysicsOlympics/Bridge.htm
 Basic notes about bridges (brantacan.co.uk), http://www.brantacan.co.uk/starterpages.htm
 Опыт со стаканами (klasika.edu.lv), http://www.klasika.edu.lv/new/VtorojKlass/Dosug/D29.htm
 Paper bridge (englishplus.hk), http://www.englishplus.hk/ReadUsNow-LittleScientist-5
 Paper Bridge (1 Meter) by DF_Andy, http://dfandy.blogspot.se/2008/12/papr.html
 Wikipedia: Stress, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress_(mechanics)
 Wikipedia: Plate theory, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plate_theory
 Tomasz Wierzbicki. 2.081J/16.230J Plates and Shells (MIT, 2007), 

http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mechanical-engineering/2-081j-plates-and-shells-spring-
2007/readings/lecturenote.pdf, http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mechanical-engineering/2-081j-plates-and-
shells-spring-2007/readings/analysis.pdf

 Eduard Ventsel and Theodor Krauthammer. Thin Plates & Shells: Theory, Analysis, & Applications 
(Macell Dekker, 2001), http://fte.edu.iq/eftrathya/46.pdf



  

Problem No. 2 “Elastic space”
The dynamics and apparent interactions of massive balls rolling on a stretched 
horizontal membrane are often used to illustrate gravitation. Investigate the system 
further. Is it possible to define and measure the apparent “gravitational constant” in 
such a “world”?

[bronze_eye, July 10, 2012][bronze_eye 2012]



[Harrison 2000]



  

Background reading
 Wikipedia: Gravity well, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity_well
 Geometry and gravity. In: Edward Robert Harrison. Cosmology: The Science of the Universe 

(Cambridge University Press, 2000), pp. 224-225, http://books.google.se/books?
id=kNxeHD2cbLYC

 Nearer to the heart’s desire. In: Edward Robert Harrison. Masks of the Universe: Changing 
Ideas on the Nature of the Cosmos (Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 181-182, 
http://books.google.se/books?id=tSowGCP0kMIC

 Gravity: Space as a Rubber Sheet (G. Kunstatter, Univ. of Winnipeg, April 2002),  
http://theory.uwinnipeg.ca/users/gabor/black_holes/slide5.html

 Gravity Is Not A Rubber Sheet (Eddie Current’s Blog, March 9, 2012), 
http://eddiecurrent.blogspot.se/2012/03/gravity-is-not-rubber-sheet.html

 Josef Bemelmans and Michel Chipot. On a variational problem for an elastic membrane 
supporting a heavy ball. Calculus of Variations and PDE 3, 4, 447-473 (1995)

 C. M. Elliott and A. Friedman. The contact set of a rigid body partially supported by a 
membrane. Nonlin. Anal. 10, 251–276 (1986)

 N. J. Ferrier and R. W. Brockett. Reconstructing the shape of a deformable membrane from 
image data. Int. J. Robotics Res. 19, 9, 795-816 (2000) 

 Keith J. Mirenberg. Introduction to gravity-well models of celestial objects, 
http://www.spiralwishingwells.com/guide/Gravity_Wells_Mirenberg.pdf



  

Problem No. 3 “Bouncing ball”
If you hold a Ping-Pong ball above the ground and release it, it bounces. The nature of 
the collision changes if the ball contains liquid. Investigate how the nature of the 
collision depends on amount of liquid inside the ball and other relevant parameters.

[CJ Isherwood 2008]
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The first paper on the effect, by 
T. Killian et al., seems to be yet 
under review as of August 2012!



  

Background reading
 T. Killian, R. Klaus, and T. T. Truscott. Rebound and jet formation of a fluid-filled sphere. Physics of 

Fluids (in Review, 2012) 
 Robert Klaus, Taylor Killian & Tadd Truscott. Sphere Rebound-Suppression from Sloshing (APS 2010 

Conf. poster), http://www.taddtruscott.com/APS2010/Poster_V4.pdf
 Tadd Truscott. Effect of sloshing on partially filled ball (vimeo, 2011), http://vimeo.com/29207632
 Taylor W. Killian, Tadd Truscott. Mathematical Dynamics of Fluid Motion Inside of a Spherical 

Boundary (Brigham Young University), http://orca.byu.edu/download.php?file=jug/docs/2012/Killian,
%2520Taylor.pdf

 P. G. Young. An analytical model to predict the response of fluid-filled shells to impact—a model for 
blunt head impacts. J. Sound Vibration 5, 1107-1126 (2003), http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?
verb=getRecord&metadataPrefix=html&identifier=ADA159324

 Wikipedia: Coefficient of restitution, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coefficient_of_restitution
 V. D. Kubenko and P. S. Koval’chuk. Nonlinear problems of the dynamics of elastic shells partialiy 

filled with a liquid. Int. App. Mech. 36, 4, 421-448 (2000) 
 A. A. Lakis, S. Neagu. Free Surface Ace Effects on the Dynamics of Cylindrical shells Partially Filled 

With Liquid. J. Sound Vibrations 2007, 2, 23, 175-205 (1997)
 Nuri Akkas. Dynamic analysis of a fluid-filled spherical sandwich shell—A model of the human head. 

J. Biomechanics 8, 5, 275–284 (1975)
 W. Goldsmith, V.H. Kenner. Impact on a simple physical model of the head. J. Biomechanics 6, 1, 1-

11 (1973)



  

Problem No. 4 “Soliton”
A chain of similar pendula is mounted equidistantly along a horizontal axis, with 
adjacent pendula being connected with light strings. Each pendulum can rotate about 
the axis but can not move sideways (see figure). Investigate the propagation of a 
deflection along such a chain. What is the speed for a solitary wave, when each 
pendulum undergoes an entire 360º revolution?



  

How to build such a complex 
system of pendula?

[Mariusz Karol Nowak 2012]

What is actually a solitary wave?



  

Background reading
 Wikipedia: Soliton, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soliton
 Wikipedia: Sine-Gordon equation, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sine-Gordon_equation
 Alex Kasman. An Introduction to Solitons (College of Charleston), 

http://kasmana.people.cofc.edu/SOLITONPICS/index.html
 Kanehisa Takasaki. Many Faces of Solitons (Kyoto University), http://www.math.h.kyoto-

u.ac.jp/~takasaki/soliton-lab/gallery/solitons/sg-e.html
 A. Miroshnichenko, A. Vasiliev, and S. Dmitriev. Solitons and Soliton Collisions (Max-Planck-Institut fur 

Physik komplexer Systeme), http://www.mpipks-dresden.mpg.de/~andreym/solitons/collision/main.html
 Michel Remoissenet. Waves Called Solitons: Concepts and Experiments (Springer, 1999), 

http://books.google.by/books?id=A72QQ4BDKNIC
 Huang Guoxiang and Xu Zaixin. Kinks and Solitons in Coupled Pendulum Lattices. Chin. Phys. Lett. 9, 12, 

659-662 (1992), http://cpl.iphy.ac.cn/EN/Y1992/V9%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20/I12/659#
 Bruce Denardo, Brian Galvin, Alan Greenfield, Andrés Larraza, Seth Putterman, and William Wright. 

Observations of localized structures in nonlinear lattices: Domain walls and kinks. Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 
1730–1733 (1992)

 J. Cuevas, L. Q. English, P. G. Kevrekidis, M. Anderson. Discrete breathers in a forced-damped array of 
coupled pendula: Modeling, Computation and Experiment. Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 224101 (2009), 
arXiv:0902.2129v1 [nlin.PS]

 R. Basu-Thakur, L. Q. English, and A. J. Sievers. Driven intrinsic localized modes in a coupled pendulum 
array. J. Phys. D 41, 1, 015503 (2008)



  

Background reading

 Ramaz Khomeriki and Jérôme Leon. Tristability in the pendula chain. Phys. Rev. E 78, 
057202 (2008), arXiv:0810.3621v1 [nlin.PS]

 Soliton-Test3 (youtube.com, from BTwaveNo, April 5, 2009), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAbQ4MvDqEE

 Visualizing Solitons (youtube.com, from gravityandlevity, June 11, 2009), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ud7STKWNmQw

 Solitons - kink and anti-kink collisions (vimeo.com, from Daniel Piker, January 22, 2012), 
http://vimeo.com/35462854

 Solitons (vimeo.com, from carolune, March 29, 2011), http://vimeo.com/21661807
 Storing solitons in a potential well (youtube.com, from Mariusz Karol Nowak, April 1, 

2012), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBMp373j6po
 Pendulum Chain, Part 1 (youtube.com, from Uwe Schwarz), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ozt1VkeK52E
 Pendulum Chain, Part 2 (youtube.com, from Uwe Schwarz), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOc3idE88LM



  

Problem No. 5 “Levitation”
A light ball (e.g. a Ping-Pong ball) can be supported on an upward airstream. The 
airstream can be tilted yet still support the ball. Investigate the effect and optimise the 
system to produce the maximum angle of tilt that results in a stable ball position.

[pennstatelive 2007]



  

Background reading

 Bernoulli's Principle (youtube.com, from jason238967, 18.10.2007), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQqJGEHx5eQ

 Bengt Fornberg. Steady viscous flow past a sphere at high Reynolds numbers. J. Fluid 
Mech. 190, 471-489 (1988) 

 Notes on 1.63 Advanced Environmental Fluid Mechanics (C. C. Mei, 2001), 
http://web.mit.edu/fluids-modules/www/low_speed_flows/2-5Stokes.pdf

 Flow past a sphere II: Stoke's lat, the bernoulli equation, turbulence, boundary layers, 
flow separation, http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/earth-atmospheric-and-planetary-
sciences/12-090-special-topics-an-introduction-to-fluid-motions-sediment-transport-and-
current-generated-sedimentary-structures-fall-2006/lecture-notes/ch3.pdf

 Jens Eggers. 3.5 Flow past a sphere. (University of Bristol), 
http://www.maths.bris.ac.uk/~majge/week6.pdf

 T. A. Johnson and V. C. Patel. Flow past a sphere up to a Reynolds number of 300. J. Fluid 
Mech 378, 19-70 (1999)



  

Problem No. 6 “Coloured plastic”
In bright light, a transparent plastic object (e.g. a blank CD case) can sometimes shine 
in various colours (see figure). Study and explain the phenomenon. Ascertain if one 
also sees the colours when various light sources are used.

[justzheka 2012]



  

Something similar seen in plastic 
objects between crossed polarizers

A piece of common plastic…

…reveals birefringence in 
transmission (not in reflection!)



Cause?  Yes: residual strain in industrially stamped plastic 
objects may result in stress birefringence

 It is well visible with crossed polarizers

 Why the colors are seen when no extra polarizers are 
used?

[alboms 2012]
[Photo Extremist 2011]
[J S Curran 2002]

?



  

Background reading
 M. M. Bond and D. W. Hadley. Photoelasticity without polaroids. Phys. Educ. 9, 411 

(1974)
 J. T. Pindera and G. Cloud, On dispersion of birefringence of photoelastic materials. Exp. 

Mech. 6, 9, 470-480 (1966)
 Birefringence (youtube.com, from syme4284, 12.03.2009), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLXaiuiX58s 
 View Stress in Transparent Materials (youtube.com, from jeriellsworth, 30.06.2009), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkXwNQwrxZ4
 Stress Makes Them Bi (Swans on Tea, September 7, 2008), 

http://blogs.scienceforums.net/swansont/archives/754
 Wikipedia: Birefringence, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birefringence
 Wikipedia: Photoelasticity, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoelasticity
 Wikipedia: Stress analysis, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress_analysis
 Wikipedia: Brewster’s angle, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brewster's_angle
 How Do We Know Light Behaves as a Wave? (physicsclassroom.com), 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/light/u12l1e.cfm
 V. G. Fesenkov. Some polarisation properties of the daylight sky. Soviet Astronomy 9, 5, 

836-839 (1966)



  

Background reading

 Stress analysis using photoelasticity (youtube.com, from valenciaupv, 23.09.2011),  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wgi2cSiHZJ8

 Photoelasticity: Introduction to photoelastic stress analysis apparatus
  (youtube.com, from flengets, 30.01.2011), http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=BdSaA9byKms
 Douglas C. Mark. Residual stress birefringence in optical materials (Hinds Instruments, 

November 30, 2011), http://www.hindsinstruments.com/2011/11/residual-stress-
birefringence-in-optical-materials/

 Alex S. Redner and Barbara Hoffman. Residual stress testing for transparent polymers. 
Testing (1999),  http://www.strainoptics.com/files/Residual%20Stress%20Testing.pdf



  

Problem No. 7 “Hearing light”
Coat one half of the inside of a jar with a layer of soot and drill a hole in its cover 
(see figure). When light from a light bulb connected to AC hits the jar’s black wall, a 
distinct sound can be heard. Explain and investigate the phenomenon.





IYPT history

Heat

Light
P = U I

What is the radiation spectrum for a light 
bulb? Does it only produce optical radiation?

Why discharging an electronic flash 
unit near a cymbal will produce a 
sound from the cymbal?

2011 2008

:-)



  

Background reading
 Wikipedia: Photoacoustic effect, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoacoustic_effect
 Manfred Euler, Kurt Niemann, and Andreas Müller. Hearing Light. Phys. Teach. 38, 6, 356-358 (2000), 

www.uni-landau.de/physik/Hearing%20Light.pdf 
 A. G. Bell. On the production and reproduction of sound by light. Am. J. Sci. 20, 305 (1880), 

http://ajs.library.cmu.edu/books/pages.cgi?call=AJS_1880_020_1880_INDEX_11-
20&layout=vol0/part0/copy0&file=00000311

 Rayleigh. Photophone. Nature 23, 586, 274-275 (1881)
 John Tyndall. Action of an intermittent beam of radiant heat upon gaseous matter. Proc. R. Soc. 

London 31, 307-317 (1881)
 W. C. Röntgen. On Tones Produced by the Intermittent Irradiation of a Gas. Philos. Mag. 11, 308 (1881)
 A. G. Bell. Upon the production of sound by radiant energy Philos. Mag. 11, 510-528 (1881). 
 Allan Rosencwaig and Allen Gersho, Allen. Theory of the photoacoustic effect with solids. Journal of 

Applied Physics 47, 1, 64-69 (1976) 
 Hugo Fastl and Eberhard Zwicker. Psychoacoustics (Springer, Berlin, 1990), books.google.com/?

id=eGcfn9ddRhcC
 Kai Sun, Nan Wu, Ye Tian, Xingwei Wan. Simulation on photoacoustic conversion efficiency of optical 

fiber-based ultrasound generator using different absorbing film materials. Proc. SPIE 7982, 798213, 
798213-798213-7 (2011)

 S. J. Davies, C. Edwards, G. S. Taylor, and S. B. Palmer. Laser-generated ultrasound: its properties, 
mechanisms and multifarious applications. J. Phys. D.: App. Phys. 26, 3, 329 (1993)

 E. Biagi, F. Margheri, D. Menichelli. Efficient laser-ultrasound generation by using heavily absorbing films 
as targets. IEEE Trans. Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control, 48, 6, 1669-1680 (2001)



  

Problem No. 8 “Jet and film”
A thin liquid jet impacts on a soap film (see figure). Depending on relevant parameters, 
the jet can either penetrate through the film or merge with it, producing interesting 
shapes. Explain and investigate this interaction and the resulting shapes.



Christophe Raufaste, 2011 

http://www.ae.utexas.edu/IUTAM2011/Raufaste.pdf

The first paper on the effect, by 
Geoffroy Kirstetter et al., seems to be 
not yet submitted as of August 2012!



  

Background reading

 Geoffroy Kirstetter, Christophe Raufaste, and Franck Celestini. Jet impact on a 
soap film. arXiv:1203.0842v1 [cond-mat.soft]

 Geoffroy Kirstetter, Christophe Raufaste, Franck Celestini. Interaction of a jet with 
a liquid foam: a film scale study. 
http://www.ae.utexas.edu/IUTAM2011/Raufaste.pdf



  

Problem No. 9 “Carbon microphone”
For many years, a design of microphone has involved the use of carbon granules. 
Varying pressure on the granules produced by incident sound waves produces an 
electrical output signal. Investigate the components of such a device and determine 
its characteristics.

[The Rocketeer 2008] 



  

Background reading
 J. B. Calvert. Microphones (University of Denver, 2003), 

http://mysite.du.edu/~jcalvert/tech/microph.htm
 W. C. Barney. Theory of the action of the carbon microphone – what is it? Scientific 

American Supplement, No. 446, July 19, 1884, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/11385/11385-h/11385-h.htm#14

 Wikipedia: Carbon microphone, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_microphone
 The Double-Button Carbon-Granule Microphone (vias.org), 

http://www.vias.org/albert_ecomm/aec04_electroacoustic_devices_010.html
 Types of Microphones Part 1 (youtube.com, from 7rockey, 27.12.2009), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMKP3q3KCBw
 home made carbon microphone (youtube.com, from sorrisoaperto, 01.07.2011), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DcuEndlZ4w
 Carbon Charcoal Microphone (youtube.com, from teacherinstitute, 13.05.2011), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uAnlmoei_Co
 Razor Blade and Graphite Microphone - Suicide Mic (youtube.com, from 

jeriellsworth, 01.06.2010), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhDzyK3-RSU



  

Problem No. 10 “Water rise”
Fill a saucer up with water and place a candle vertically in the middle of the saucer. 
The candle is lit and then covered by a transparent beaker. Investigate and explain 
the further phenomenon.

[justzheka 2012]



  

Background reading
 Harkirat S. Dhindsa. Candle burning in an inverted jar over water in a trough experiment: 

Science teachers’ conceptions, 
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~knill/pedagogy/waterexperiment/dhindsa.pdf, 
http://conference.nie.edu.sg/paper/Converted%20Pdf/ab00354.pdf

 Oliver Knill. Getting the facts right (Harvard University, 9/24/2006),  
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~knill/pedagogy/waterexperiment/index.html

 Francisco Vera, Rodrigo Rivera, César Núñez. Burning a candle in a vessel, a simple 
experiment with a long history. Sci & Educ 20, 881–893 (2011), 
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~knill/pedagogy/waterexperiment/vera_rivera_nunez.pdf

 A burning candle needs oxygen (wonderquest.com, May 19, 2008), 
http://www.wonderquest.com/candle-out.htm 

 H. J. Kreuzer and S. H. Payne. Thermodynamics of heating a room. Am. J. Phys. 79, 1, 74 
(2011)  

 Egg in the Bottle Experiment with a Twist (youtube.com, SteveSpanglerScience, 19.08.2008), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpC5zlmtm-g

 Wine in an upside down glass trick (youtube.com, from heyscuba, 22.05.2007), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znL5yLgDavk

 CSAV Hawaii: Best Science Magic Trick Candle & Water (youtube.com, from 
CenterStudyVolcanoes, 14.12.2010), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwKbpsOmHjE



  

Background reading
 Jeremy B. Caplan. The Hidden Complexities of a "Simple" Experiment. Phys. Teach. 32, 5, 

310-314 (1994)
 James P. Birk. The Persistence of the Cand-and-Cylinder Misconception. J. Chem. Educ. 76, 7, 

914 (1999)
 Brian Rohring. The captivating chemistry of candles (myteacherpages.com), 

http://www.myteacherpages.com/webpages/CCPHS/files/captivating%20chemistry%20of
%20candles.pdf

 Candle and Water - Cool science experiment (youtube.com, from igor30, 07.11.2011), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzapvChi2iM

 Fire and Water Magic Trick (youtube.com, from futsang, 16.08.2011), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hd7vbYzodoo

 Robert Krampf. Candle in a Bottle Experiment #440 (atozteacherstuff.com), 
http://www.atozteacherstuff.com/pages/5879.shtml

 C. G. Hodgkin. Making improvements to a simple experiment on combustion. Australian 
Science Teachers Journal 41, 1, 47 (1995), 
http://home.ntelos.net/~rollinso/Candle/CandleExpt.html

 Why does the water rise after candle goes out? (wiki.answers.com), 
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/Why_does_the_water_rise_after_candle_goes_out

 Thirsty candle (sciencesquad.com), 
http://sciencesquad.questacon.edu.au/activities/thirsty.html



  

Problem No. 11 “Ball Bearing Motor”
A device called a “Ball Bearing Motor” uses electrical energy to create rotational 
motion. On what parameters do the motor efficiency and the velocity of the rotation 
depend? (Take care when working with high currents!)

[patrickd 2006]



?



  

Background reading
 Wikipedia: Ball bearing motor, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ball_bearing_motor
 R. A. Milroy. Discussion: “Hydrodynamic Gyroscope” (Then, J. W., 1966, ASME J. Appl. Mech., 

33, pp. 768–769.) J. Appl. Mech. 34, 2, 525 (1967)
 H. Gruenberg. The ball bearing as a motor. Am. J. Phys. 46, 12, 1213-1219 (1978)
 A. A. Mills, The Ball-Bearing Electric Motor. Phys. Ed. 15, 102 (1980)
 M. P. H. Weenink. The electromagnetic torque on axially symmetric rotating metal cylinders 

and spheres. App. Sci. Research 37, 1-2, 171-182 (1981)
 P. G. Moyssides and P. Hatzikonstantinou. Study of electrical characteristics of the ball bearing 

motor IEEE: Trans. Magnetics M-26, 1274-1281 (1990)
 P. Hatzikonstantinou and P. G. Moyssides. Explanation of the ball bearing motor and exact 

solutions of the related Maxwell equations. J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 23, 14, 3183-3197 (1990)
 D. B. Watson, M. R. Williams, C. S. Crimp. Ball-Bearing Motors. IEE Proc. Sci. Meas. Technol. 

140, 4, 281-286 (1993), http://www.libsou.com/pdf/00286868.pdf
 D.B. Watson and A.M. Watson. Linear ball-bearing motor. IEE Proc. Sci. Meas. Technol. 141, 224 

(1994)
 D. B. Watson and A. M. Watson. Non-ferromagnetic linear ball-bearing motors. J. Phys. D: App. 

Phys. 29, 3, 529-532 (1996) 
 P. G. Moyssides and P. Hatzikonstantinou. Ball bearing motors. IEEE Trans.: Magn. 33, 6, 4566-

4569 (1997)
 D. B. Watson, S. M. Patel, and Sedcole, N.P. Ball-bearing motor effect with rolling cylinders. IEE 

Proc. Sci. Meas. Technol. 146, 2, 83-87 (1999)



  

Background reading
 D.B. Watson and W.R. Watson, Ball Bearing and Rolling Cylinder Motors, IEEE Trans. Mag. 

35, 562 (1999)
 Mike Harrison. The Ball-Bearing electric motor (Mike's Electric Stuff), 

http://www.electricstuff.co.uk/bbmotor.html
 John Storey. How real electric motors work (Univ. of New South Wales, 2006), 

http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/hsc/hsc/electric_motors8.html, 
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/hsc/hsc/electric_motors10.html

 Kirk T. McDonald. Ball-Bearing Motor (Princeton University, May 17, 2011), 
http://www.physics.princeton.edu/~mcdonald/examples/motor.pdf

 Ball bearing motor (youtube.com, from mcallister61407, 14.04.2011), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHZbHMFWS2k

 Ball Bearing Motor (youtube.com, from progressivetech1, 11.06.2011), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0ktomInqp8

 Ball-bearing Motor Or How to confuse people with a simple machine (fdscience.org), 
http://www.fdscience.org/uneko/bbmotor.htm



  

Attach Christmas tree balls on a low friction mounting (carousel) such that the hole in 
each ball points in a tangential direction. If you expose this arrangement to sound of a 
suitable frequency and intensity, the carousel starts to rotate. Explain this 
phenomenon and investigate the parameters that result in the maximum rotation 
speed of the carousel. 

Problem No. 12 “Helmholtz carousel”

[Russel 2011]





Is there a specific air flow close to 
the neck of the Christmas tree ball? 

?



 There was a problem in a hydrodynamics book that was being discussed 
by all the physics students.

 The problem is this: You have an S-shaped lawn sprinkler - an S-shaped 
pipe on a pivot - and the water squirts out at right angles to the axis and 
makes it spin in a certain direction. Everybody knows which way it goes 
around; it backs away from the outgoing water.

 Now the question is this: If you had a lake, or swimming pool - a big 
supply of water - and you put the sprinkler completely under water, and 
sucked the water in, instead of squirting it out, which way would it turn? 
Would it turn the same way as it does when you squirt water out into 
the air, or would it turn the other way?

 The answer is perfectly clear at first sight.
 The trouble was, some guy would think it was perfectly clear one way, 

and another guy would think it was perfectly clear the other way.
 So everybody was discussing it.

 I remember at one particular seminar, or tea, somebody went nip to Prof 
John Wheeler and said, "Which way do you think it goes around?”

 Wheeler said, "Yesterday, Feynman convinced me that it went 
backwards. Today, he's convinced me equally well that it goes around 
the other way. I don't know what he'll convince me of tomorrow!"

R. P. Feynman, Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman, (Norton, New York, NY, 1985), pp. 63–65
E. Mach. Die Mechanik in Ihrer Entwicklung Historisch-Kritisch Dargerstellt (1883)



  

Background reading
 Moving objects by sound (youtube.com, from LjudochVibrationer, 24.08.2011), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SemQS4RLeFU
 Daniel A. Russell. Acoustic Propulsion (youtube.com, drdanku, 04.01.2011), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=je7eLZS6GG0 
 Daniel A. Russell. Acoustic Propulsion Part 2, measurement of thrust (youtube.com, 

drdanku, 06.01.2011), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ8B8k1ISQg
 Joe Wolfe. Helmholtz Resonance (University of South Wales), 

http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/Helmholtz.html
 K. Uno Ingard. Notes on Acoustics (Infinity Science Press, 2008)
 Wikipedia: Helmholtz resonance, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance 
 Tom Irvine. Beverage Bottles as Helmholtz Resonators (vibrationdata.com), 

http://www.vibrationdata.com/Newsletters/January2004_NL.pdf
 R. Victor Jones. Helmholtz Resonators: Basic Analytic Devices (University of Harvard), 

http://people.seas.harvard.edu/~jones/cscie129/nu_lectures/lecture3%20/ho_helmholtz/
ho_helmholtz.html

 Ricardo R. Boullosa and Felipe Orduna-Bustamante. The reaction force on a Helmholtz 
resonator driven at high sound pressure amplitudes. Am. J. Phys. 60, 8, 722-726 (1992) 

 Alejandro Jenkins. An elementary treatment of the reverse sprinkler. Am. J. Phys. 72, 10, 
1276-1282 (2004), arXiv:physics/0312087v3 [physics.flu-dyn]



  

Background reading

 Edward C. Creutz. Feynman's reverse sprinkler. Am. J. Phys. 73, 3, 198-199 (2005)
 Alejandro Jenkins. Sprinkler head revisited: momentum, forces, and flows in Machian 

propulsion. Eur. J. Phys. 32, 5, 1213-1226 (2011),  arXiv:0908.3190v1 [physics.flu-dyn]
 J. Y. Renaud, Flux d'aspiration, approche théorique, 2006, 

http://www.eclecticspace.net/poppop/jy/Flux_Aspiration_Approche_Theo_V2_0.pdf
 Wikipedia: Feynman sprinkler, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feynman_sprinkler
 Ernst Mach. Die Mechanik in Ihrer Entwicklung Historisch-Kritisch Dargerstellt, (Leipzig: 

Brockhaus, 1883), pp. 299-301



  

Problem No. 13 “Honey coils”
A thin, downward flow of viscous liquid, such as honey, often turns itself into circular 
coils. Study and explain this phenomenon.

[justzheka 2012]



  

Background reading
 The Liquid Rope-Coil Effect (youtube.com, from psidot, 30.06.2007),  http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=rEkuhC9eJlM
 George Barnes and Richard Woodcock. Liquid Rope-Coil Effect. Am. J. Phys. 26, 4, 205 (1958) 
 George Barnes and James Mackenzie. Height of Fall Versus Frequency in Liquid Rope-Coil Effect. Am. J. 

Phys. 27, 2, 112-115 (1959)
 Neil M. Ribe, Mehdi Habibi, and Daniel Bonn. Liquid Rope Coiling. Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech. 44, 249-266 

(2012)
 Neil M. Ribe, Mehdi Habibi, and Daniel Bonn. Stability of Liquid Rope Coiling. Phys. Fluids 18, 268-279 

(2006), http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/docs/00/12/93/93/PDF/ribeetal_text.pdf
 N. M. Ribe. Coiling of viscous jets. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A 460, 3223-3239 (2004)
 Christopher Batty, Robert Bridson. Accurate viscous free surfaces for buckling, coiling, and rotating 

liquids. In: Proc. 2008 ACM SIGGRAPH/Eurographics Symposium on Computer Animation (Aire-la-Ville, 
2008), pp. 219-228

 L. Mahadevan, William S. Ryu, Aravinthan D. T. Samuel. Fluid ‘rope trick’ investigated. Nature 382, 140 
(1998), http://www.deas.harvard.edu/softmat/downloads/pre2000-11.pdf

  S. Chiu-Webster and J. R. Lister. The fall of a viscous thread onto a moving surface: a ‘fluid-mechanical 
sewing machine’. J. Fluid Mech. 569, 89-111 (2006)

 N. M. Ribe, H. E. Huppert, M. A. Hallworth, M. Habibi and Daniel Bonn. Multiple coexisting states of 
liquid rope coiling. J. Fluid Mech. 555, 275-297 (2006)

 Stephen W. Morris, Jonathan H. P. Dawes, Neil M. Ribe, and John R. Lister. Meandering instability of a 
viscous thread. Phys. Rev. E 77, 066218 (2008)



  

Problem No. 14 “Flying chimney”
Make a hollow cylindrical tube from light paper (e.g. from an empty tea bag). When 
the top end of the cylinder is lit, it takes off. Explain the phenomenon and investigate 
the parameters that influence the lift-off and dynamics of the cylinder.

[justzheka 2012]



  

Background reading
 Ronald D. Edge. The Ethnic Rocket. Phys. Teach. 35, 2, 110 (1997) 
 Andrew DePino Jr. Another slow burn. 35, 5, 261(1997)
 Denis Burchill. The flight of the humble tea bag. Phys. Educ. 39, 1, 22-23 (2004) 
 Tea bag rocket: teacher’s notes (Curtin Univ. Tech.), 

http://science.curtin.edu.au/local/documents/tea_bag_rocket.pdf
 Flying Tea Bag Rocket! (youtube.com, from MCExperiments, 13.02.2010), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14DpRre5Mk
 Home Experiment: Flying Tea Bag (youtube.com, from ThirstForScience, 07.09.2009), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKF3OKxwM8g
 how to make a tea bag hot air balloon (youtube.com, from rishibalasaria, 17.05.2010), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAswT9wqQwo
 Tea Bag Rockets Convection Current fire Experiment (youtube.com, from coolvids317, 13.11.2011), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkkrXxJ4db8
 Tea Bag Rocket: a fun, at-home science experiment (from scienceoffcenter, 15.09.2011), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_st7NWnNtoY
 Flying Tea Bag Rocket (from JaySummer1, 03.11.2011), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPp0JwHnSOA 
 Thermal Convection of a Gas - Paper Chimney (University of Iowa), 

http://faraday.physics.uiowa.edu/heat/4B20.35.htm
 Make a tea bag rocket (fizzicseducation.com.au), http://www.fizzicseducation.com.au/experiments/force

%20and%20movement/tea%20bag%20rocket.html 
 How to Make a Tea Bag Rocket (wikihow.com), http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Tea-Bag-Rocket



  

Problem No. 15 “Meniscus optics”
Cut a narrow slit in a thin sheet of opaque material. Immerse the sheet in a liquid, 
such as water. After removing the sheet from the liquid, you will see a liquid film in 
the slit. Illuminate the slit and study the resulting pattern.



  

Background reading

 Wikipedia: Diffraction, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffraction
 Wikipedia: Meniscus, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meniscus
 V. E. Dontsov and V. E. Nakoryakov. Pressure wave breakdown of a gas 

film in a liquid-filled slit. Fluid Dynamics 27, 5, 743-746 (1992) 
 R. Valery Roy, Leonard W. Schwarz. On the stability of liquid ridges. J. 

Fluid Mech. 391, 293-318 (1999), 
http://capfluidicslit.mme.pdx.edu/reference/Capillary
%20Phenomena/Interface
%20Stability/Roy_JFM1999_LiquidRidgeStability.pdf



  

Problem No. 16 “Hoops”
An elastic hoop is pressed against a hard surface and then suddenly released. The 
hoop can jump high in the air. Investigate how the height of the jump depends on the 
relevant parameters.

[sanchez 2012] 





  

Background reading

 Eunjin Yang and Ho-Young Kim. Jumping Hoops. Am. J. Phys. 80, 1, 19-23 
(2012)

 R. Hoppe. Vibrationen eines Ringes in seiner Ebene. Journal für die reine 
und angewandte Mathematik 73, 158–170 (1871)

 J. Kirkhope. In-plane vibration of a thick circular ring. J. Sound Vib. 50, 
219–227 (1977)

 P. S. Raux, P. M. Reis, J. W. M. Bush, and C. Clanet. Rolling ribbons. Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 105, 044301 (2010)

 J. L. Lin and W. Soedel. On general in-plane vibrations of rotating thick 
and thin rings. J. Sound Vib. 122, 547–570 (1988)

 W. F. D. Theron. The dynamics of an elastic hopping hoop. Math. 
Comput. Model. 35, 1135–1147 (2002)



  

Problem No. 17 “Fire hose”
Consider a hose with a water jet coming from its nozzle. Release the hose and observe 
its subsequent motion. Determine the parameters that affect this motion.

[play4smee 2009] 



  

Background reading
 Ned Kahn. Fountain of Instability (exploratorium.com, 1996), 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/complexity/exhibit/fountain.html
 Wikipedia: Firehose instability, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firehose_instability
 Olivier Doaré and Emmanuel de Langre. The flow-induced instability of long hanging pipes. Eur. J. 

Mech. A / Solids 21, 857–867 (2002), http://www.off-
ladhyx.polytechnique.fr/publications/documents/doare2002rp-2pp.pdf 

 C. C. Ni, R. J. Hansen. An experimental study of the flow-induced motions of a flexible cylinder in axial 
flow. J. Fluids Eng. 100, 389 (1978)

 M. P. Païdoussis. Dynamics of tubular cantilevers conveying fluid. J. Mech. Eng. Sci. 12, 85–103 (1970)
 Richard Barrans Jr. Water Hose and Pressure (newton.dep.anl.gov), 

http://www.newton.dep.anl.gov/askasci/phy99/phy99x11.htm
 2.25. Firehose instability. In: Julien Clinton Sprott. Physics Demonstrations: A Sourcebook for Teachers 

of Physics (Univ of Wisconsin Press, 2006), Vol. 1, pp. 131-132, http://books.google.se/books?
id=9wmgYl49YQ0C, http://sprott.physics.wisc.edu/demobook/chapter2.htm 

 M. P. Paidoussis, M. Tetreault-Friend. Aspirating cantilevers and reverse sprinklers. Am. J. Phys. 77, 4, 
349-353 (2009)

 Water Jet Pack: Get High with Jetlev! (youtube.com, from devinsupertramp, 12.04.2011), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=im1iNq02Kz0 

 firemen lifting a car with WATER HOSES! (youtube.com, from animes25, 12.09.2007), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zP53h5yrE48



  



  



  

 Nobody needs an infinitely perfect report in an infinite time!

 If you cannot solve the entire problem, decide what is really 
necessary and solve a partial problem

 If you can solve the entire problem, nevertheless decide what 
partial case is sufficient, and your solution will be much better

 Be brave in what you do, but always reserve a great degree of 
scientific skepticism!

 Procrastination is definitely a risk :-)

To work towards results?



  

Feynman: to be self-confident?

 “I’ve very often made mistakes 
in my physics by thinking the 
theory isn’t as good as it really 
is, thinking that there are lots of 
complications that are going to 
spoil it 

 ― an attitude that anything can 
happen, in spite of what you’re 
pretty sure should happen.”

R.P. Feynman. Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman (Norton, New York, NY, 1985)
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